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Mental health

Depression

Strategies for dealing with a 
depressed loved one

Last Updated January 15, 2008

By Flannery Dean

There are times in all our lives when love, to paraphrase Bob Dylan, can feel like a four-letter word. 
Dealing with a depressed friend, spouse or family member definitely qualifies as one of those situations 
in which our emotional, physical and psychological endurance is tested, sometimes to the breaking 
point. 

Rebecca, 50 (who asked that her last name be withheld to protect the privacy of her family), is well 
aware of the heartache of trying to cope with a depressed family member. A few years ago, her younger 
brother went through two significant depressive episodes while he was in his early 30s. 

"One day he was unable to go to work and never went back," she explains. "He’d been showing signs of 
stress that worried me. He had physical problems — weight gain, heart palpitations and things. 
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Immediately before his crisis, he seemed fairly normal. He was laughing the day before. And the next 
day he was virtually catatonic." 

For Rebecca, who never married and is without children, attempts to help were made more complicated 
by established family patterns. As the oldest of four children, she’d often played a maternal role, and this 
instinct kicked into overdrive, particularly during the second episode. 

"The second time, a lot just happened at once and I didn't realize I had a problem," she says." I was 
calling his wife and his physicians — just fielding all these phone calls, and feeling that I had to make 
these decisions and that if I didn't find him help, no one else would." 

A variety of factors in her own life converged at once, including menopause and stress at work, and 
eventually led to her own subsequent breakdown. 

"A lot of it was anxiety … I managed to cope in ways that my brother didn't, but when I look back on it 
now, I was nuts," she laughs. 

Like her brother, Rebecca began seeing a therapist and started taking antidepressants, which gradually 
improved her frame of mind. "Oddly enough, when my brother started doing better, I started feeling 
awful," she wryly observes. 

In retrospect, she feels she simply pushed herself beyond her limits. "I did the right thing by intervening 
and pointing out to others that he was behaving suspiciously, but I probably went too far in thinking that 
I was the only one who was paying attention and could fix things for him, which is not true." 

Janet (who also asked her surname not be revealed), now in her late 20s, was only 15 when her older 
sister was diagnosed with clinical depression. 

"It was a very confusing time, especially because of my age. [At] 15 your life is very dramatic and 
you're very focused on yourself," she says. "Also, your hormones are out of whack and you're ultra-
sensitive … all of these factors make it extra difficult to deal with the depression of a loved one." 

For Janet, dealing with her sister’s personality shift was most painful. 

Their once close relationship disintegrated in the face of her sister's overwhelming sadness. "The 
memory that most sticks out in my mind was my sister telling me she was going to bed. I asked her 
when she wanted to be woken up, and she replied she never wanted to wake up." 

Unlike Rebecca, Janet responded to her sister's depression by withdrawing completely. 

"I avoided the house … I realize now this was the worst thing I could've done. It only hurt my sister's 
feelings more and gave my parents added stress," she says. 
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Rebecca and Janet's stories represent familiar responses to depression. According to Vancouver-based 
clinical psychologist Dr. Valerie Whiffen, author of A Secret Sadness: The Hidden Relationship Patterns 
That Make Women Depressed, most people cope with a depressed person by becoming overly involved 
or retreating from the situation altogether. Often friends and family alternate between these two 
extremes — even within the course of a day. 

"At times they are in there, helping and talking — wanting to be supportive," explains Whiffen. "Then at 
some point, the non-depressed person just gets exhausted … nothing seems to change and so they 
withdraw to contain themselves emotionally." 

This see-sawing between emotional extremes, though understandable, is the worst environment for all 
involved. 

"It sends a mixed message to the depressed person that actually maintains their depression," Whiffen 
says. 

Withdrawal can feel warranted, however — a depressed person can be very unpleasant company. The 
problem is that unpleasantness is a symptom of the illness. 

"The critical thing about a depressed person," explains Whiffen, "is their hostility. They are really angry 
and they're easily irritated. At the same time, however, they are often very sensitive, so although they 
might be quite mean and nasty to you, if you respond in kind they get terribly hurt." 

Dr. Raymond DePaulo, chairman of the Department of Psychology and Behavioral Sciences at Johns 
Hopkins University School of Medicine in Baltimore, Md., and author of several books on the subject, 
including Understanding Depression, encourages families to understand that harsh as they seem on the 
outside, the depressed person is often being much harder on themselves. 

"The more severe the depression, the more that's true," DePaulo says. "For example, patients will often 
say to us, 'People say they like me, but I know they really don't like me.' And we'll say, 'Well, how do 
you know that?' And they'll answer, 'No one loves me, no one could love me and anyone who says they 
do is lying or a fool.' That's literally a quote I've heard 100 times." 

In DePaulo's experience, patients often blame their spouse or work — even the city they live in — for 
their depression. Relatives must see this behaviour in the light of the illness, however, and not interpret 
symptoms such as withdrawal or irritability as rejection, advice that can feel like a tall order in the heat 
of emotional turmoil. 

Though both doctors counsel people to guard against taking a loved one's behaviour personally, both 
DePaulo and Whiffen emphasize the importance of setting personal limits. 
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"I think the people who do best with a depressed partner — here I'm talking about a spouse and not a 
parent, a parent is a whole different ballgame — are those who are able to be warm and supportive and 
who are able to establish boundaries in non-angry ways, to say 'I don't like the way you are treating me 
right now,'" explains Whiffen. He also advises people to avoid the temptation to "therapize" their loved 
one. 

"With a depressed person, to talk about the problem with someone who is close to them is not always 
helpful," he says. "Supporting them to get professional help is really important, because when people are 
depressed they are already down on themselves and they don't need to feel like a patient in their primary 
relationship." 

The unforgiving reality is that caring for a depressed person can be an enormous test of personal 
strength, with few opportunities for reprieve. But martyrdom is not a necessary requirement — nor is it 
practical. 

"You've got to take care of yourself. Even if your loved one is better now, you've got to be ready for 
another episode down the road," concludes DePaulo. 
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Alzheimer's disease fact sheet, U.S. National Institute of Aging 

(Note: CBC does not endorse and is not responsible for the content of external sites - links will open in 
new window) 
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World »

At least 6 dead in Kabul luxury hotel attack: Afghan officials 
Gunfire and a blast at a luxury hotel frequented by foreigners in Kabul killed at least six people 
Monday, according to Afghanistan's Interior Ministry, in a purported Taliban suicide and gun 
attack. 
January 14, 2008 | 2:40 PM EST 

Trial begins in case of Ipswich killings 
A jury has been chosen for the trial of a 49-year-old man accused of killing five female 
prostitutes in eastern England. 
January 14, 2008 | 2:09 PM EST 

Tens of thousands flee floods in southern Africa 
The Red Cross on Monday warned of a potentially "catastrophic" crisis in the already flood-
ravaged southern African nation of Mozambique if the region is hit with more rain. 
January 14, 2008 | 1:07 PM EST 

more »

Canada »

'They're probably still playing someplace': dad of fatal crash victim 
The father of one of the boys killed in a fatal crash on a New Brunswick highway says he didn't 
have a second thought about letting his son board a van to travel to a high school basketball 
match. 
January 14, 2008 | 10:37 AM EST 

Van hit shoulder before spinning into truck: RCMP 
Police at the scene of an accident that claimed the lives of seven teenage athletes and an 
elementary school teacher in northern New Brunswick say the van appears to have lost control 
after hitting the shoulder of the road. 
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January 14, 2008 | 12:32 PM EST 
Students find some laughter as grieving continues in Bathurst 

Artwork, webpage creation, videos and pickup basketball games mingled with tears and hugs as 
classes resumed at a Bathurst, N.B., high school Monday following a road accident that killed 
seven teenagers and a teacher. 
January 14, 2008 | 2:11 PM EST 

more »

Health »

Doctors often prescribe placebos: study 
A significant number of doctors prescribe placebos to their patients, finds a new study of U.S. 
doctors. 
January 14, 2008 | 12:12 PM EST 

Scientists bring animal heart back to life 
Researchers have brought a dead animal heart back to life in the lab, a feat they believe may 
someday allow them to grow new hearts and other organs for people desperate for transplants. 
January 14, 2008 | 9:48 AM EST 

Vietnamese boy flies to U.S. for surgery on disfiguring facial lesion 
A Vietnamese boy left Halifax on Sunday for the United States to seek medical treatment for a 
disfiguring facial lesion that doctors in Canada declined to treat because they deemed the 
procedure too risky. 
January 13, 2008 | 8:42 PM EST 

more »

Arts & Entertainment»

Artist to create 4 waterfalls on Manhattan's doorstep 
Danish-Icelandic artist Olafur Eliasson will create four giant waterfalls in the East River between 
Manhattan and Brooklyn this summer in a public art project commissioned by the City of New 
York. 
January 14, 2008 | 3:13 PM EST 

Atonement captures Golden Globe for best film in night of surprises 
Sunday night's Golden Globes broadcast, reduced to a one-hour news conference after striking 
Hollywood writers refused to participate in the televised show, got underway with little fanfare 
but ended with a few surprises. 
January 13, 2008 | 11:56 PM EST 

Smurf 'invasion' to unspool for 50th anniversary 
A 3-D movie, a revamped TV series and new comics about the blue-skinned, happy-go-lucky 
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Smurfs are set to launch this year, as the three-apple-high cartoon characters celebrate their 50th 
anniversary. 
January 14, 2008 | 2:29 PM EST 

more »
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EU opens new anti-trust probe of Microsoft 
Fresh off a major victory against Microsoft Corp., antitrust regulators for the European Union are 
pressing against the software company with two additional investigations. 
January 14, 2008 | 1:33 PM EST 

Researchers hope to unlock mountain pine beetle DNA 
Researchers are working to decode the DNA of mountain pine beetles, the trees they kill and a 
deadly fungus to find a way of slowing the spread of the destructive bugs. 
January 14, 2008 | 9:04 AM EST 

IBM early results top forecasts 
Shares of IBM Corp. gained more than six per cent on Monday after the company reported 
preliminary fourth-quarter results that handily topped the expectations of Wall Street. 
January 14, 2008 | 2:43 PM EST 

more »

Money »

Flaherty rejects think-tank's deficit warning 
Worries that a slowing economy will send the country back into a deficit situation are unfounded, 
Finance Minister Jim Flaherty said Monday. 
January 14, 2008 | 2:50 PM EST 

Canadian economy to shine this year, Conference Board says 
The Canadian economy will experience slightly better growth this year than last, the Conference 
Board of Canada predicted in a surprisingly optimistic forecast Monday. 
January 14, 2008 | 12:10 PM EST 

IBM early results top forecasts 
Shares of IBM Corp. gained more than six per cent on Monday after the company reported 
preliminary fourth-quarter results that handily topped the expectations of Wall Street. 
January 14, 2008 | 2:43 PM EST 

more »
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Chinese automakers aim at North American market 
Chinese automakers are showing increasing interest in cracking the lucrative North American 
market. 
January 14, 2008 | 9:28 AM EST 

Virgin Atlantic to test run biofuel flight in February 
Virgin Atlantic on Monday announced plans to run a Boeing 747 powered by biofuel from 
London to Amsterdam in February. 
January 14, 2008 | 12:33 PM EST 

Campbell unveils $14B transit upgrade for B.C. 
The B.C. government unveiled a $14-billion transit plan for the province on Monday morning, 
including $10.3 billion in improvements to the Metro Vancouver rapid transit system. 
January 14, 2008 | 3:13 PM EST 

more »

Sports »

Scores: CFL MLB MLS

Penguins meet slumping Rangers 
The two captains facing off in Monday night's only NHL game ? Sidney Crosby of the Pittsburgh 
Penguins and Jaromir Jagr on New York Rangers ? reveal a lot about their teams. 
January 14, 2008 | 12:24 PM EST 

NHL names Gaborik first star 
The NHL named its three stars of the week Monday, with Marian Gaborik of the Minnesota Wild 
taking top honours ahead of Edmonton Oilers goaltender Mathieu Garon and Philadelphia Flyers 
winger Scott Hartnell. 
January 14, 2008 | 1:12 PM EST 

Bosh earns Eastern award 
Toronto Raptors forward Chris Bosh on Monday was named the NBA Eastern Conference player 
of the week. 
January 14, 2008 | 3:09 PM EST 

more »

Diversions »

Man gets 45 days for theft of 45 kilograms of women's undergarments 
'Pair of fools' jailed in bungled burglary in Australia 
Clerk among 6 accused in cheap fill-up scheme at W.Virginia gas station 
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